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Dear customers and readers
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This issue of MOTOREX Magazine once again brings you a wealth of exciting
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information from the world of lubricants. Often the best way to optimize a

10	Forestry employs

seemingly complex task is to simplify it. In collaboration with the Zurich

state-of-the-art technology

Oberland public transit authorities and several specialists, the MOTOREX
laboratory developed a high-performance transmission fluid notable for
its exceptional versatility. The solution is called ATF VZ. To learn more,
turn to page 6.
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to renew our energies in many different ways. To make sure the forest
continues to be a place of recreation, a habitat for fauna and flora and the
most important supplier of oxygen for the human race, many forestry
organizations apply the latest discoveries in cultivating it. They do this with
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The forest not only provides us with products, it also gives us opportunities

the latest in technology, requiring lubricants that meet the most stringent

Clear trails for Alpine Motion HV 46

requirements of people, equipment and the environment. See our Report
section for an overview of the latest findings in mechanized forestry.
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name of all MOTOREX sales representatives for the many positive customer
relationships, for all the constructive feedbacks and for the valuable inter-
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
		POCKET
HELPER FOR
MARKSMEN
Ideal for hunters and target
shooters: MOTOREX Gun Care spray
in the new 56-ml “baby can” fits
in any jacket pocket and is refillable
as needed! Gun Care provides
protection and care for all weapons,
dissolves powder residues, displaces
moisture and neutralizes corrosive
substances such as hand sweat.
By enhancing functional reliability,
Gun Care makes every shot a bit
more accurate. Available as a 300 ml
and 56 ml spray.

GENTLE FORMULA
HIGH PERFORMANCE
AEROSPACE COMPLIANT
EXCELLENT BIOSTABILITY
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

SWISSCOOL AERO
8200 TAKES OFF
MOTOREX launches the latest generation of machining fluids with the
Swisscool 8000 series. What makes the boron- and formaldehyde-free 8000
emulsions such a success is their pioneering polymer technology. Water-
miscible Swisscool Aero 8200 coolant-lubricant was specifically designed
for the stringent requirements of the aerospace industry. It stands out from

CLEANS

the previous standard, far exceeding all previous performance, economy

LUBRICATES

and sustainability requirements. Its universality makes it suitable for a

PRESERVES

wide range of machining processes with materials including high-alloy

PROTECTS
AGAINST
CORROSION

steel, titanium, aircraft aluminum and non-ferrous metals. Swisscool Aero
8200 has passed all relevant MVU tests at Lufthansa Technik Laboratory

REFILLABLE

Hydrogen Embrittlement Test and others.

Services as well as the ASTM-F1110 Sandwich Corrosion Test, the ASTM-F19

COLLABORATION WITH GREMO
Forestry equipment producer GREMO and MOTOREX have signed a colla
boration agreement for initial filling of engine, gear and hydraulic oils
and coolants. The agreement also includes technical support and valuable
services such as the MOTOREX oil analysis service. GREMO will have ready
access to MOTOREX knowledge and experience, including during develop
ment of the next generation of equipment. Founded in the early 1960s, the
Swedish company is located in Ätran in the municipality of Falkenberg, where
the machines are developed and produced in its own state-of-the-art plant.
The company is among the leaders in its segment, and GREMO machinery
can be found all over the world. GREMO’s primary market is Europe.
www.gremo.com
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TOP INFOTAINMENT AT
INTERMOT COLOGNE

GERMAN MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY
MEETS AT MOTOREX
The German Motorcycle Industry Associa-

impressions on a tour of the MOTOREX

tion (IVM e.V.) represents manufacturers

production plant. And the participants

and importers of motorcycles and scooters,

were indeed impressed by the innovative

motorcycle accessories and gear. The 60-

facility. The event was emceed by Ronald

plus members of the IVM make up more

Kabella (Director of Powersports), who also

than 95 per cent of the German motorcycle

represents supporting members on the

market. The IVM gathered at MOTOREX in

IVM’s four-person Steering Committee.

Langenthal for its latest annual general

www.ivm-ev.de

From October 3 to 7, 2018 the latest
motorcycles, scooters, electric bikes
and the most important novelties in
accessories, apparel, parts, customization, travel and shop equipment
will be on display at the Koelnmesse
fairgrounds. INTERMOT Cologne will
occupy 100,000 square meters of
exhibit space plus another 60,000
square meters outdoors. MOTOREX
will be showing the latest lubrication
and care creations among the over
50 products of the Moto Line. Attractions such as autograph sessions
with racers and teams and a custom
BMW motorcycle built specially for
Intermot 2018 by Sport-Evolution
(see page 14) await you at the
MOTOREX booths in Hall 9.1, aisle B,
booth 107 and aisle D, booth 108. We
look forward to seeing you there!

meeting. Alongside the official portion of
the association’s conference, a good 60 attendees also had the opportunity to gather

MOTOREX AT MOTO MORINI
In the world of motorcycles, manufacturers and racers hailing
from Italy have always wielded a certain fascination. Moto
Morini is no exception. Founded in Bologna in 1937, the company
currently makes four downright opinionated bikes based on
an intriguing 102.5 kW/139 hp 1.2-liter V2 engine. The Morini
Corsaro VT shown here, like the Scrambler and Milano models,
is manufactured in the north of Italy in Trivolzio near Pavia.
Moto Morini is uncompromising when it comes to quality,
working with the leading suppliers in each field. In lubrication,
the manufacturer depends on expertise and products from
MOTOREX. Whether in the engine, gear system, bearings, chain,
radiator or brake system, MOTOREX Moto Line products are a
part of every Morini! Che bello!
www.motomorini.eu
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 113
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WHAT’S NEW

Bus operators Verkehrsbetriebe Zürichsee und Oberland AG were looking to simplify gearbox maintenance. Thanks to MOTOREX VZ
they have harmonized the maintenance intervals for the two gearbox types in their standard and articulated buses.

EXTENDING SERVICE INTERVALS WITH ATF VZ

DOUBLED AND HALVED

© Voith Turbo GmbH & Co. KGt

© ZF Friedrichshafen AG

With 93 buses, Verkehrsbetriebe Zürichsee und Oberland AG (VZO) carries an impressive
21.5 million passengers per year. And the trend is upward. The buses travel approximately
6.6 million kilometers annually. Improving efficiency and conserving resources are key
concerns for VZO. The company approached MOTOREX in hopes of harmonizing the oil change
interval of its 52 articulated buses with that of its 35 standard buses. The solution: ATF VZ.

VZO is a member of the Zurich regional transit alliance

intervals promised numerous benefits:

ZVV, responsible for public transportation across the

• Improving vehicle dispatching

250 square kilometers of the Zürcher Oberland, the

• Cutting down time

right shore of Lake Zurich and Rapperswil-Jona.

• Lowering maintenance costs
• Simplifying logistics

IS HARMONIZATION POSSIBLE?
ZF ECOLIFE

®

VOITH DIWA 6®

6

• Conserving resources, etc.

The maintenance crews at VZO wanted to be able to
operate the two different types of transmission in their

Both the standard and the articulated buses are

buses for 120,000 kilometers using one and the same

Mercedes-Benz Citaro models. The standard buses are

automatic transmission fluid. This would mean extend-

equipped with Voith Diwa 5/6 transmissions, while

ing the 60,000 kilometer fluid change interval of the

the articulated buses use ZF Ecolife transmissions. The

articulated buses to equal the 120,000 kilometer inter-

bus routes involve lots of stop-and-go operation, speeds

val of the standard buses. The goal of doubling service

of up to 80 kph and in some cases challenging ascents

life in the articulated buses while halving fluid change

and descents.

© VZO, Klaus Hoffmann

Simplifying routine maintenance: MOTOREX ATF VZ
allows VZO to service all of its automatic transmissions at the same intervals.

All clear ahead for more efficiency and sustainability. VZO continually
improves its vehicle fleet and provides regular training for drivers.

INTENSIVE COLLABORATION
MOTOREX ATF VZ synthetic automatic transmission f luid was developed in collaboration with
VZO’s Technical Service, an additive producer and
other transmission engineering specialists. The
fluid was tested in extensive field trials at VZO and
approved after meeting the leading transmission
manufacturers’ requirements (see box: Specifications).

MOTOREX ATF VZ
Especially in bus transmissions, automatic transmission fluid is an important factor in several different ways. For one thing, the fluid is responsible
for hydrodynamic transmission of forces and for
the essential engine braking effect. For another,
these transmissions are designed for high torque

“ MOTOREX ATF VZ measurably
contributes to improving the
efficiency of our vehicle fleet.”
Urs Ryffel, VZO Shop Manager , Grüningen

and allow shifting with nearly imperceptible steps
between gears. The lubricant is subject to very high
shear forces across temperature ranges from below
zero to as high as +105 °C in the oil sump. MOTOREX
ATF VZ was specifically formulated for the requirements of Voith (Diwa 5/6 ) and ZF (Ecomat and Ecolife) bus transmissions. It displays extremely high

SPECIFICATIONS ATF VZ
MAN 339 Typ V2; MAN 339 Typ Z3;
MAN 339 Typ Z12
MB-Approval 236.9; VOITH 150.014524.xx
ZF TE-ML-14C; ZF TE-ML-20C

shear stability, high resistance to aging and an ex-

Safety + Performance
VOLVO 97341

emplary load-bearing capacity. Its base oil and ad-

Please observe manufacturers’ specifications.

ditives provide outstanding performance reserves,
guaranteeing full performance over at least 120,000

Innovative lubricants like MOTOREX ATF VZ are a sign

kilometers.

of the times, boosting efficiency in public transit. •
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MOTOR OIL

© Emil Frey Racing

MOTOR OIL IN GT3 RACING

AT THE LIMITS OF THE POSSIBLE
Although Blancpain GT Series GT 3 racing cars resemble stock models to
the eye, below the frame everything is different. The engine, transmission,
suspension and many other components are all designed to withstand the
rigors of racing. And what role does the motor oil play?
For many years MOTOREX has supported Switzerland’s successful Emil Frey Racing team in touring car racing.
As lubricant partner, MOTOREX plays a crucial role.

THE RACERS

EMIL FREY GT3 JAGUAR

LEXUS RC F GT3

Vehicle weight approx.

1300 kg

1300 kg

Engine

5.0 l V-8 naturally aspirated engine, Ilmor Engineering 5.4 l V-8 naturally aspirated factory engine, LRD

Output

600 hp / 441.2 kW / 7900 RPM

550 hp / 404.4 kW at 7900 RPM

Torque

650 Nm / 5000 RPM

Factory, not spec.

Engine lubrication

Dry sump/7 l

Dry sump/factory, not spec.

Oil cooler

Water/oil

Water/oil

Driver

A. Fontana (CH)
A. Zaugg (CH)
M. Grenier (CDN)

A. Costa (E) 		S. Ortelli (MCO)
C. Klien (A) 		M. Palttala (FIN)
M. Seefried (D) 		N. Siedler (A)
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THE ROLE OF MOTOR OIL

Expel dirt/
particles

Deflect
shear forces

Reduce vibration
inside engine

Reduce
friction

Ensure seal and
compression

Reduce wear

Cool
the engine

The tasks performed by motor oil in a stock engine and

FROM STOCK TO RACING ENGINE

in a racing engine are largely identical. The biggest dif-

Famous engine design firm Ilmor Engineering Ltd. in

ference is that the physical and thermal stresses in a

Northampton, UK transformed a Jaguar V8 into a true

racing engine are many times higher. This is because

racing engine with impressive performance figures for

races are mostly run at full power. With engine speeds

Emil Frey Racing. The upgrade boosted engine output

in the range of 8000 RPM, racing engines are pushed to

from 283 kW to a hefty 442 kW. In the Lexus RC F GT3,

the limits of their performance capacity. At the 400-

by comparison, the LEXUS Racing Development factory

to 4000-kilometer race distances of the Blancpain GT

engine puts out 404 kW. During a race, the high nomi-

Series, the extra-light forged racing pistons move at

nal capacity of both power plants needs to be available

speeds of up to 25 meters per second for hours at a time.

without interruption, under a full load, over thousands

Only a sheer film of lubricant separates the piston from

of kilometers and under a wide range of environmen-

the cylinder. At the same time, the high pressures in the

tal conditions. Nowadays standard practice for racing

combustion chamber generate extreme temperatures

engineers involves checking a large number of vehicle

that are transmitted to the base of the piston. The tem-

parameters via telemetry for analysis, including out-

perature in the piston head can reach 300 ° C.

put, temperatures, pressures, knocking values, exhaust
values, etc.

HEAT MAP OF RACING ENGINE PISTON.

within the complex interplay of the race. The motor oil
© MAHLE International GmbH, Stuttgart

300°C
290°C
280°C
270°C
260°C
250°C
240°C
230°C
220°C
210°C
200°C
190°C
180°C
170°C
160°C
150°C

Winning means getting each individual factor right
is every bit as important as the condition of the driver.
As so often, the real limits are set by physics. •

emilfreyracing.com

MOTOREX EXPERIENCE FS-X
As is customary in racing, the performance capacity
of the oil reflects the requirements of the engine designer. Emil Frey Racing uses fully synthetic high-lubricity
MOTOREX Experience FS-X SAE 10W/60 motor oil. Using
the synthetic low-viscosity base oil in combination with
a high-performance additive, for example, yielded improved friction results which in turn enhance engine
performance and stability during races.
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 113
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Instruments let EFR engineers take the pulse of the engine and the entire
race car at almost every moment.
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REPORT

© Eco Log AB, Sweden

FORESTRY
EQUIPMENT FIRMLY
IN HAND
The march of technology in forestry equipment is unmistakable. In the old days trees
were felled by hand and horses were used to drag out the timber. But today this high-risk
work is mostly done by innovative machines handled by experts.

10

Wood has always been the most important renew-

cut each year worldwide. Logging equipment uses so-

able resource on our planet and still is today. Nearly

phisticated technology and is growing steadily more

4.5 million cubic meters of wood is harvested each

powerful. For example, modern machines have GPS

year in Switzerland, including two million cubic me-

systems that record precisely when and where the tim-

ters of coniferous logs. Whether in Scandinavia, Rus-

ber was harvested. Cut length can be programmed

sia or Canada, millions of cubic meters of timber is

down to the centimeter. This information and much

Working hard outside takes the right stuff inside:
MOTOREX Oekosynt HEES doesn’t just provide environmental benefits, it also lasts longer.

Power saws are omnipresent in forestry.
Professionals use MOTOREX lubricants to make sure
they function perfectly.

Low-ash motor oils like MOTOREX Focus QTM
SAE 10W/30 are essential for the problem-free
operation of exhaust treatment systems.

more is required to obtain various certifications and

fluids. MOTOREX has understood the needs of profes-

follows the wood through to its ultimate use.

sional forestry operations since its own earliest days
in business. Back in 1917 it was hoof grease and leath-

HIGH-TECH, BUT ALSO RELIABLE

er dressing for brawny workhorses; today MOTOREX

Mechanization is essential for remaining competitive

offers a complete assortment of products for every

in the forestry and lumber industry. Saplings on wood

type of forestry equipment. Several manufacturers

plantations, for example, are planted by machine; once

(Gremo, Eco-Log, Malwa, etc.) take advantage of the

grown, the rough timber is cut mechanically using

Swiss producer’s expertise and fill their machines

harvesters. Driven by cost pressures, the time needed to

with MOTOREX hydraulic fluids at the factory. Wheth-

harvest one cubic meter of timber has dropped by a fac-

er it’s rapid biodegradability, versatility or a formula

tor of eight in the past 30 years. A harvester can process

tailored precisely to the manufacturer’s specifications,

roughly 25 cubic meters of coniferous timber per hour.

MOTOREX has just the right product for every need.

Keeping damage to a minimum as it moves through the

Together with a range of services (lab analysis, lubri-

forest, it uses a built-in chainsaw to quickly cut trees

cation schedules, advising, etc.), this gives forestry

even on slopes of up to 60° with no risk to the operator.

businesses an ideal foundation for operating efficiently

Next the trunks are quickly delimbed and, depending

and economically.

on where they are being harvested, transported through
the forest to the loading point by a yarder or forwarder.

CUTTING-EDGE BIOFLUIDS
In many types of forestry equipment, complex hydrau-

HIGH SUPPLY NEEDS

lic systems under high pressures (up to 350 bar) per-

Keeping this sophisticated technology working relia-

form strenuous tasks for hours at a time in every sea-

bly requires a wide range of lubricants and operating

son. The hydraulic fluid is subjected to high stresses in

MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 113
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© woodex.ch

REPORT CONTINUED
extreme cold and heat. Forestry experts turn to rapidly
biodegradable, highly environmentally friendly and
long-lasting Oekosynt Hees (Hydraulic Environmental
Ester Synthetic) hydraulic fluid. The biofluid has been
successfully tested in the lab by hydraulics specialist
Bosch Rexroth and in the field in collaboration with
leading machine manufacturers.

Efficient: A single operator uses remote-controlled equipment
to haul out the logs, and the cable is released by a radio signal.

BIODEGRADABILITY OF HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

© riebli-forst.ch

Low-impact use of machinery: On steep and poorly
accessible terrain, logging is done mainly by cables
and winches.

EXAMPLE: SUPPLYING A HARVESTER
1 MOTOR OILS

4 TECHNICAL GREASES

Because motor oil is a key factor in how long an engine
can keep running, the right choice is crucial and top
quality is in high demand. From modern, fuel-efficient
motor oils to lubricants suitable for older machines,
MOTOREX has it all.

Greases are used to lubricate forestry equipment at
many different points. With over 50 different technical
greases, MOTOREX has the professional product for
every application.

2 HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

7

The right hydraulic oil is essential for minimizing
losses in transmission of hydraulic power from pump
to cylinder. A biodegradable or mineral hydraulic oil
from MOTOREX keeps complex systems running
efficiently.

1
2
8

3 GEAR OILS
Transmission fluid is used to minimize friction within all
kinds of gear systems and to cushion the pressure
between contact surfaces. MOTOREX has the solution in
liquid form, precisely according to the manufacturer’s
specifications.

12

3

4

Removing dried-on tree resin can be tough.
It’s an easy job with MOTOREX Resin Remover.

CLEANING AND RUST-PROOFING
Once the day’s work is done, it’s time to clean and rustproof the equipment. Anyone who has ever tried to
what we’re talking about... MOTOREX Resin Cleaner
works great and even removes dried-on resin residues
on machines and tools. Cleaners and sprays round out
the product range.

© fotolia.com

remove tree resin without the right cleaner will know

Whether for hydraulic systems, saw blade frames or skids, MOTOREX has
the right lubricant solution for timber processing equipment.

Timber! •

5 CHAIN OILS
From rapidly biodegradable chain oils based on renewable
raw materials to mineral chain lubricants, MOTOREX
products are ideal for lubricating the chains of heavy-duty
chainsaws and harvesters.

6 SPRAYS
MOTOREX sprays are indispensable helpers – liquid tools
in a can. Whether it’s lubricating, removing rust,
protecting or cleaning, the job is easy with the right spray
from MOTOREX.

2

7 CLEAN & CARE
Cleaning and care are important factors for operator
safety and ensuring that equipment retains its value.
MOTOREX Clean & Care combines cleaning, care and
protection in one product line.

6

8 ADDITIVES
5

MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 113
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For gasoline and diesel engines: detergent, anti-oxidation,
rust-proofing and disinfectant additives actively help prevent
breakdowns. All MOTOREX additives are tested with catalytic
converters and particulate filters.
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POWERSPORTS

© R. Steinert and F. Weisse

From racing tuner to performance customizer: Dietmar Franzen of Koblenz, surrounded by his unique Boxer custom bikes.

SPORT-EVOLUTION

FROM RACING
TO CUSTOMIZING

The nature of the work has changed, but the collaboration remains: for over ten years,
a close partnership has brought Sport-Evolution and MOTOREX together.
Extravagant, slim and powered by an unconventional

fans were kept waiting as few team owners dared to set

three-cylinder engine – the Triumph Daytona 675 had

the British newcomer against the established Japanese

the motorcycling world in an uproar in 2005. But racing

competition.

THE GOLDEN UNICORN OF SUPERSPORT 600
Among the bold few was Dietmar Franzen, mastermind
of tuning shop Sport-Evolution in Koblenz. His ambitious
goal for the 2007 season: capture the Supersport title in
the International German Championship (IDM). Franzen
had rapidly assembled a hard-hitting team. Already in
its debut year, G-LAB Racing by MOTOREX was doing
more than just drawing attention with four wins. But
the season had turned into a brutal battle of engineering. Achieving adequate horsepower proved impossible
without boosting engine speed, in turn cranking up the
wear on the 675-cc triple engine. The Triumph Daytona’s
crankshaft has just one oil outlet. With insufficient oil
flow, at maximum RPM the lubricant film was simply
Arne Tode of Germany, #41 captured the IDM Supersport
title in 2008 for the G-LAB-Racing by MOTOREX team.

14

slipping away – at the dead centers the engine was
running dry!

Homage to the
customizing scene:
MOTOREX Evotec
in the visually
appealing retro
Classic Line
containers, and
a creative fork
design.

sport-evolution.de

“The engines were breaking down faster than we could

valve Boxers always keep a cool head, Sport-Evolution

repair them,” Franzen remembers. “They would only

uses MOTOREX Evotec SAE 20W/50 from the Classic

last 150 to 250 kilometers. We’d usually wear out three

Line, while MOTOREX Moto Line clean and care prod-

engines in a single weekend.” Given the strict rules,

ucts ensure a perfect finish for these beauties.

there was just one hope, and that was in the motor oil.
Fortunately MOTOREX was on the team as lubricant

APPEARING TOGETHER AT INTERMOT

partner. “This was a completely new experience,” says

This year’s INTERMOT in Cologne will see a proper

Franzen. “With MOTOREX we now had our own re-

celebration of the long-running, fruitful exchange be-

search and development department. Ronald Kabella,

tween the racing engineer from Koblenz and MOTOREX

Director of Powersports, promised me at the time that

and its German subsidiary SAV-MOTOREX GmbH, with

they’d figure it out. And they managed it.” The experts

a spectacular SE custom bike in a special MOTOREX

in the lab developed an oil with extreme adhesion

design. One thing is sure: the motorcycle won’t just

characteristics and very high pressure and shear stabil-

look fantastic, it will also be technically flawless – of

ity, providing adequate lubrication even at the highest

course. •

RPMs. The results were impressive: engines could now
last up to 1800 kilometers, ten times longer than before.

CUSTOMIZING WITH KNOW-HOW
Since that time Dietmar Franzen has retired from racing.
Today he works on aging BMW Boxers, customizing
them for performance. “By working on these classics
I’ve rediscovered motorcycling,” he says. “These conversions let me express my creativity while applying
my technical knowledge at the same time. Because,
much as I love design and lifestyle, my motorcycles have
to run perfectly!” And that they do. In collaboration
with MOTOREX, for example, Franzen has developed his
own high-tech fork cartridge, which he offers in combination with various loading sleeves and MOTOREX
fork oils in three viscosities, for comfortable touring up
to competitive riding. To make sure the air-cooled twoMOTORE X MAGA ZINE 113
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Skilled workers: In the SPORT-EVOLUTION workshop,
unique custom bikes are created on the basis of classic BMWs.
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© fotolia.com

HYDRAULICS

CLEAR TRAILS FOR
ALPINE MOTION HV 46
The hydraulics in snow groomers are becoming ever more complex. New zinc-free
multi-range low-temperature MOTOREX Alpine Motion HV 46 hydraulic fluid means
clear trails for increasingly powerful hydraulic systems.
MOTOREX chemists see the development of the new

A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS

Alpine Motion HV 46 hydraulic oil as a generational

Alpine Motion HV 46 combines top-notch base oils with

shift. The new hydraulic fluid is MOTOREX’s response to

the latest zinc-free additives, guaranteeing outstanding

the increasingly complex hydraulics of snow groomers,

lubricant performance under a wide range of conditions.

snow blowers and other types of alpine equipment.

Like its predecessor product Alpine Granat HV 515, the

“We set ourselves a clear goal during our long-term
development process for Alpine Motion HV 46.
The lubricant had to keep up with the ever-
increasing demands that future generations will
place on hydraulic systems and allow a long
component service life. And we succeeded! ”
Chemist and project manager,
MOTOREX Research & Development

16

© Prinoth

Thousands of snow groomers are in service
throughout Europe. They use hydrostatic drive systems
to move and function.

Some 100 liters of hydraulic oil per minute flow through the complex
hydraulic system in extreme cold and heat.

hydraulic oil can be used in all current mobile and sta-

been tested for compatibility with widely sold mineral

tionary hydraulic systems. The new hydraulic fluid is

oil-based HVLP-D hydraulic oils in like-new condition

especially well suited for hydraulic systems that are often

and can be safely combined with them.

exposed to wide temperature fluctuations. Alpine Motion
HV 46 also provides very good protection against wear

Your MOTOREX sales representative and Technical

and hydrolytic resistance for mobile machinery and equip-

Customer Service will be glad to answer any questions

ment such as snow groomers and blowers, as well as for

you may have about Alpine Motion HV 46. The trail is

excavators, wheel loaders and other vehicles.

now clear for more efficiency in hydraulic systems. •

INNOVATIVE ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGY
The benefits of the new hydraulic oil are based on an innovative additive technology that enabled MOTOREX to
improve many of the lubricant’s qualities. Alpine Motion
HV 46 is easier to filter, always an advantage for control
units such as servo and proportional valves. “Beyond
that, the above-average air release and ideal foaming
characteristics reduce cavitation and oxidation effects
to a minimum,” declares MOTOREX’s chemist project
manager. The innovative formula also prevents water
pockets. If small quantities of moisture get into the system, they are bound in the oil where they can do no
harm. Not least, Alpine Motion HV 46 is hydrolytically

 UTSTANDING PROTECTION
O
AGAINST WEAR
EXCELLENT FILTERABILITY
IDEAL TEMPERATUREVISCOSITY CURVE
GOOD AIR RELEASE
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS
GOOD HYDROLYTIC STABILITY
LONG SERVICE INTERVALS
MORE COST-EFFECTIVE
THAN ATF

stable and oxidation-resistant, guaranteeing long oil

SPECIFICATIONS ALPINE MOTION HV 46

service intervals.

TESTED COMPATIBILITY
With all its qualities, Alpine Motion HV 46 is now available for use in a versatile range of applications. It has
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 113
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DIN 51524-3 HVLP-D; ISO 6743-4 HV
Safety + Performance
BOSCH REXROTH RE 90220/08.07
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INDUSTRY
© Wandfluh AG,
Frutigen

A NEW GENERATION
SHOWS OFF ITS SKILLS
Passing down knowledge and skill from one generation to the next is just one of the guiding
values of Wandfluh AG in Frutigen in the Bernese Oberland. Founded in 1946, the family
business develops, manufactures and distributes innovative hydraulic components worldwide. All the turning, boring, milling and grinding that goes on in the company’s training
shop calls for a high-performance machining fluid – just the job for Swisscool 8000.

18

Wandfluh AG is currently training 32 apprentices in

general mechanic trainee’s task is to produce the base

eight different occupations at its main facility. With a

block and adaptation along with other components,

focus on “general mechanics” (16 apprentices), the com-

using a variety of the latest equipment including CNC

pany is ensuring that knowledge gets passed down to

milling machines and lathes along with CAM software

future generations.

for producing the CNC programs.

CRIMPING MACHINE PROJECT

CRIMPING IS FOREVER

At the end of the four-year program, trainees carry out

Of course nothing truly lasts forever, but crimping – a

individual projects that require them to apply a wide

process in which two components are joined together

range of the skills they’ve learned. Axial conduits – the

by means of physical deformation – creates an ex-

elements at the core of a solenoid valve – are “crimped”

tremely durable bond. The pieces are joined by flanging,

on crimping machines. The assignment is to build a

compression, gathering or folding, making crimped

crimping machine to make the crimping process sim-

joints quite difficult to undo. The crimping machine’s

pler and more reliable. Based on detailed drawings, the

function is to perform the crimping by means of

twelve hydraulic pistons. Their operating pressure is
approximately 300 bar.

7 COMPONENTS MADE OF 6 MATERIALS
Future general mechanic Thomas Schranz’s project,
described above, is actually quite similar to building a
prototype. Nothing exists as a standardized production process; everything is new. The seven different
components of the crimping device, for example, are
made of six different (steel) materials. These require
different processes to work and one creative approach
after another to execute with the available machining
equipment.

JUST RIGHT: SWISSCOOL 8000
MOTOREX has been Wandfluh AG’s reliable, innovation-driven lubrication partner for many years. The lat-

Precision components and assemblies from Wandfluh Hydraulics
& Electronics help make machines and vehicles work worldwide.

est development in machining fluid from MOTOREX is
Swisscool 8000. The thing that makes Swisscool 8000
successful is its pioneering polymer technology. This
high-performance universal coolant-lubricant delivers
perfect results for all machining processes, even with
hard-to-work materials.

before

after

A crimped joint after crimping

These young people appreciate the many benefits of Swisscool 8000:
the motivated general mechanic apprentices at Wandfluh AG.

TOOL IN USE
Today the crimping machine built by Thomas Schranz
(photo) is in active service on Wandfluh AG’s assembly
floor. Not only did his individual project demonstrate
his abilities as a future general mechanic, it also brought
a tangible benefit to the training center, further enhancing the value of his work. •
Thomas Schranz

A strong bond: hydraulic crimping of the axial conduit in series production
with a similar crimping machine.

wandfluh.com
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PRACTICE

 TRONG CLEANING
S
PERFORMANCE
 ILD ACTIVE GEL
M
FORMULA
BIODEGRADABLE

© ronal-wheels.com

 ROTECTS AGAINST
P
CORROSION

WHEEL CLEANER:

SOFT POWER

Many wheel rim cleaners depend on aggressive ingredients for their cleaning effect.
Not MOTOREX Wheel Cleaner. With its new active gel formula, this gentle, acid-free rim
cleaner quickly and thoroughly dissolves even tough dirt on rims.
The new Wheel Cleaner from the Clean & Care-program
was developed with the same high standards that
MOTOREX applies to research and development of highend lubricants.

DIN 51360/2 CORROSION TEST
Conventional
rim cleaner

MOTOREX
Wheel Cleaner

NEW ACTIVE GEL FORMULA
In collaboration with rim manufacturers, a large
number of requirements were incorporated into the
specifications of the new cleaner and verified in both lab
and field testing. The following benefits of MOTOREX

Steel

Aluminum

Steel

Aluminum

Wheel Cleaner emerged:
•G
 entle pH value of 8.6 is easy on surfaces

SPRAY ON – LET SOAK – RINSE OFF

•G
 el-like active ingredient dissolves brake dust, soot

Simple and effective: Apply foam generously to the rim

and road dirt after about 5 minutes of contact time

with the pump sprayer, wait for the foam to break

• I nhibitors protect against corrosion (sealing the rim

down (about five minutes), then rinse thoroughly with

surface and keeping brake disks from rusting)
• S pecial foam nozzle in spray head transforms

make sure the cleaner doesn’t dry on. Apply only to

the gel-like active ingredient into a foam which

cold rims. Do not apply in bright sunlight. For rims

clings tightly to the rim

with a polished surface, final drying with a microfiber

• High-quality sprayer with 360° spraying
position (500 ml)
• Also available in large container (25 l)
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a strong jet of water. When cleaning rims, always

cloth is recommended. Your sales representative will
be glad to provide more information about the new
Wheel Cleaner. •

RACING

An idea conceived in a pub in 2004 has become the most popular event in Austria’s Waldviertel, with 20,000 spectators.

“FAST AND FURIOUS”
IN THE WALDVIERTEL
Each year 90 teams from Austria, Germany and Switzerland assemble in Reingers on the
Austrian-Czech border for a 24-hour antique tractor race. Racers compete in two classes,
A for stock machines and the unrestricted class B. Tractors built in 1975 or earlier are eligible.
Racers reach speeds as high as an incredible 120 kph!
Two full-blooded mechanics, Thomas Kraus and Man-

optimum acceleration. MOTOREX Farmer Line lubricants

fred Weigmann, compete in both classes under the

ensure smooth and dependable operation.

name Steyr Speed Team. They invest countless hours
of work and sleepless nights in their racing tractors.

On race day up to four drivers per vehicle can take part. Be-

Since 2010 they have been working continuously to

sides the drivers, who endure poor visibility and extreme

develop and improve their racing machine. They have

physical stresses, the most important factor in a team’s suc-

designed and built their own transmission parts, axle

cess is its pit stop strategy. For the past three years the Steyr

stubs, mud flaps and tank, to name just a few exam-

Speed Team has taken second place in the unrestricted

ples. Their 1974 Steyr 540 is equipped with a VW T3 Bus

class, also capturing second place in the stock class in 2017.

traktorrennen.at

front axle, a racing clutch and disk brakes. The trans-

Team 49 repeated its result, whereas Team 48 was halted

mission and split axles were likewise built to achieve

by a technical problem. Even so, a good time was had by all!

Watch the video:
youtu.be/Ryy4Z70N4rU

Two teams in MOTOREX livery lined up for the start.

Some 90 classic tractors took part in the 15th international
long-distance world championships.
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Powerslides: always
a head-turner.
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BOX

“KEEP OFF THE BRAKE
AND USE MOTOREX SPRAY…”
The air was thick with nervous excitement before the start of the First
Oberaargau Soapbox Grand Prix in late May 2018. Many of the 74 big and little
(7 years and up) drivers were competing in a soapbox derby for the first
time. The race was organized by the ToKJO children’s and youth center in
Langenthal and the Swiss Soapbox Club (SSK). The starting ramp was
located a stone’s throw away from Thunstetten Castle near Langenthal.
The weather was perfect and the sound of the starting gun unmistakable,
launching a wild ride down the mountain road toward Bützberg at speeds
of up to 60 kph. Before the first heat many of the avid young racers had
built their own soapbox cars. The whole family became part of the team, with
the occasional hammer blow landing on a stray finger instead of hitting the
nail on the head – ouch! Fortunately the race, cushioned by over 200 hay
bales, took place without incident. One of the successful young drivers had
this insider tip to share: “Just keep off the brake and oil the bearings with
MOTOREX before starting!” • www.tokjo.ch

DID YOU KNOW…

TACITA GOES WITH
MOTOREX FOR ELECTRIC

© Tacita

Watch the video:
youtu.be/0Z2DT_uFMok

OTTOREX
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Italian electric motorcycle builder Tacita is all about torque and speed. To
provide maximum torque at all times, Tacita equips its two lines of bikes,
the T-Cruiser (cruiser) and T-Race (offroad) with manual transmissions
(five-speed and two-speed). And that’s not the only technical trick
the exclusive manufacturer has up its sleeve. The water-cooled
electric motors produce output ranging from 7.5 to 27 kW with
maximum torque of 70 Nm. Riders can choose among different
operating modes. With a battery capacity of 27 kWh, the T-Cruiser
has a range of up to 270 kilometers! To keep
the transmission and all the other
lubricated components humming
smoothly, Tacita relies on lubricants
from the MOTOREX Moto Line. Featuring Italian-American
design, these innovative bikes are guaranteed to bring new
excitement to the e-motorcycle market. • www.tacita.it
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BASEBALLCAP
LIFESTYLE

MOTOREX BARREL
MUG 100 YEARS

SUNGLASSES
MOTOREX

The Baseballcap Lifestyle collection
comprises caps made of soft

Ceramic mug in barrel form with

MOTOREX sunglasses green/black.

mixed fabrics. The curved peak,

removable silicon bottom. Approx.

With logos on both sides.

85×105 mm (without handle).

Lenses UV 400 protection.

the stitched MOTOREX logo on
the front and the Racing Batch on
the side convey a sporty look.

Article no 451721

Availability: set of 8 mugs in cardboard box. As long as stock lasts!

Article no 451505

Article no 451773

Please order these articles exclusively through your importer.

THE HUSQVARNA CHAMPIONS’ OIL:
NOW AVAILABLE FOR
FORESTRY MACHINES TOO.

Races are won in people’s heads – and with reliable partners. With its first-class oils and allround technology support, MOTOREX has contributed to HUSQVARNA’s spectacular victories.
Like motorbikes, forestry machines have to put in a winning performance too. So don’t hesitate
to get support from MOTOREX: that way you’ll be sure to get ahead of the competition, even
away from the racetrack. www.motorex.com

